
Thermal insulation

Buildings have to be heated to make them comfortable to live in.

Buildings are not air tight, so they lose heat through gaps in their 
structure.

This is why buildings need thermal insulation.



U- Value

A U- Value = the measure of heat loss from a building
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Where is heat lost from a poorly insulated house?

walls 36%

floor 28%

roof 20%

windows 12%

doors 4%

U- Value: A U-Value is the measure of heat loss from a building
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How heat loss through a roof can be reduced

heat 
loss

loft insulation

Loft insulation forms a layer between the loft 
and the rest of the house. 

This helps to reduce heat loss through the roof.

Fibre glass is a good type of insulation for a roof 

It is fire resistant and does not rot.



How heat loss through floors can be reduced?

Installing a carpet and good quality underlay 
will help reduce the heat loss from floors

Sheep’s wool is a good insulation.

Can be reused and recycled.
Absorbs extra moisture

For solid floors or laminate floors

laying a rug down on top of the floor will 
help reduce heat loss.



Draught strips can be used to close 
the gaps around doors. 

How heat loss through doors can be reduced?

They prevent draughts escaping 
and so reduce heat loss.



Most house walls have an empty space 
between the two layers of bricks and blocks 
called a cavity. Cavity

Insulation
prevents heat 

loss

How heat loss through cavity walls can be reduced

Outside brick Inside wall

Cavity wall insulation involves        
filling the cavity with an insulation

This decreases the amount of heat 
which escapes through the 
brickwork.

Sheep's wool or cellulose are good types of insulation for cavity walls.



How heat loss through solid walls can be reduced

Some older properties and buildings are built with solid walls 

The cavity between is too thin to install cavity wall insulation.

Insulated plasterboard can 
be added to solid walls to 
help reduce heat loss.



Double and Triple glazing adds extra panes of glass.

The air trapped between the two panes acts as an 
insulator and reduces heat loss.

How heat loss through windows can be reduced
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Also adding rubber weather seals to windows will 
help reduce heat loss.



Area of House What type of insulation could be installed to reduce heat loss?

Roof

Cavity walls

Floor

Doors

Solid walls

Windows

How can heat loss be reduced?
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